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Building Construction rates for Hotels, Multipurpose
Commercial Complexes & Residential Complexes.

)

The Corporation is considering building construction rates as per PG circular
no.1150 dated 15.05.2006 while carrying out appraisal and valuations. No separate
guidelines for construction rates are there for hotels and other multi storied buildings in
which the construction is superior to others.
We have been receiving representations from field offices and loanee parties to
sultahlyrevise the construction rates for such hotels, residential complexes and commercial
complexes. The matter was discussed in PC&CC meeting he'd on 13.07.2009 and
31.07.09 wherein it was decided to considerfollowing building construction rates in case of
hotels for the purpose of loan appraisals and valuations.

| Details of fioor

Lower Basement

_| Rate in sq.ft.
Rs.520/-

Details offloor | Rateinsqit.

Fourth Floor _

Rs.910/-

|

UpperBasement| Rs.520/- | FifthFloor=| Rs.950/| Ground Floor
| Rs.780/| Sixth Floor
| Rs.1000/| First Floor

| Second Floor

Third Floor

Rs.800/-

| Seventh Floor

Rs.860/-

| Ninth Floor

Rs.840/-

EighthFloor

Rs. 1040/-

Rs.1080/-

__[Rs.1120/--

The above construction rates are inclusive of compietefinishing i.e. RCC framed structure,
water proofing, anti termite treatmentin foundation and plinth, RCC roofing, brick masonary
construction in walls. plastering of walls. POP, painting of wails. marble flooring, high class
finishing with rich specifications, electrification, conduit piping, switches of goog quality. first
class/selected teak wood frame with teak facing ply flush doors, wire gauge doors and
windows, water supply and sanitary fittings and external facade, etc., but are exclusive of
—~
wood work, furnishing and decorative interior work, etc.
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It has been further decided that the construction rates for residential and
Multipurpose commercial complex shall be 10% and 15% less respectively than the above
construction rates for different floors as the civil work for all the type (Hotels, Commercial
Complex and residential complex buildings) exclusive of finishing is more or less same
type. The rates excludes modular kitchen, wood work andfurnishing items, etc.
The above rates may be taken while carrying out appraisal/valuation witl
immediate effect.
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C.C. to :1. Standard circulation at HO.
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